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Gas Flow through Gaps in Vacuum Pumps 

Prof. Dr.-lng K. Kauder, Dorlm und; Dr. -lng . D. Wenderott, Werdohl 

Abstract 

Dry-running positive-d isplacement vacuum pumps do not need any helping fluid for 

the compression of the working gas. However the Iack of the helping fluid Ieads to a 

described viscous-circte of Operation. This operation is mainly influenced by the inner 

leakage, which means the gas flows through the gaps in a vacuum pump. This gas 
flow is investigated. Therefore the real geometries of gaps are transduced into a 

modeland categorized. The results of measurements are discussed by example for a 

variation of the inlet pressures , a variation of the geometry within a category and for 

different heights of gaps. 

Dry-running positive displacement vacuum pumps 

The trend in the market for vacuum pumps is steered by the increased technica l 

demands on the vacuum, which are to be derived from intended areas of application. 

Today the fulfilment of these claims is by no means conctuded /1/. The purity of the 

vacuum represents an indispensable presupposition for many sensitive processes 
and applications. For example the semiconductor manufacturing the metallurgy or 

the chemical process engineering, as wett as the research and development. A clean 

vacuum demands the lowest possible contamination by auxiliary fluids . Therefore the 

demand for a "clean vacuum", can primarily be equated with the demand for dry
running vacuum pumps. The type of the rotational positive displacement pumps can 

fulfil these new demands. 

Part 2 of DIN 28400 classifies vacuum pumps. One classified group is ca lled dry

ru nning positive displacement vacuum pumps. The screw spindie vacuum pump, the 

roo ts pump and the ctaw pumps are members of this group. Alt members have the 

fo llowing qualities in common: 

Two shafts and rotors . 

The working chambers are buitt by the two rotors and the housing 

The rotors built severa l working chambers, that exist at the same time 
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The meshing of the two rotors and the housing gap separate the working 

chambers. 

The working chambers are connected by gaps. 

Relative molians can be found between the two rotors and between each rotor 

and the housing. 

As shown in table 1, totally different designs of positive displacement pumps belang 
to the same group. The rotors of the screw spindie vacuum pump are threaded . The 
working fluid is Iransported in an axial direction . The rotors of the roots pump and the 
claw pump are not threaded. The working fluid is Iransported along the 
circumference of the rotors. 

Screw spindie pump Roots pump Claw pump 

Table 1: Rotordesign of different types of positive displacement vacuum pumps 

2 Vicious circle 

With these vacuum pumps, no auxiliary fluid is in direct contact with the working fluid 

in the working chamber, that is transported . A "clean vacuum" is therefore the direct 

consequence of this . However, with the missing auxiliary fluid there is a Iack in the 

cooling effect and the sealing effect at the function-conditional clearances of the 

working chamber. This Ieads to the stimulation of the vicious circle of the design of 

dry-running rotational positive displacement pumps , figure 1 

The Iack of the sealing effect causes more internal leakage than with a pump using 
auxi liary liquids. Ta achieve comparable final pressure or effective suction capacity 
with the same rotor geometry, the dry-running pump needs comparative ly higher 
speeds, than the one working with sealing fluids . This results in a higher thermal 
loading of the pump, which is strengthened by the Iack of the cooling effect. The 
higher thermal Ioad causes bigger rotor expansions and strains. in order to 
guarantee operational reliability, the dry-running pump has to be designed with 
bigger cold clearance heights. The effective heat-formed clearance heights are 
smaller in the operation of the engine on account of the thermal rotor expansion. 
Therefore the technical designer must be able to conclude from the cold clearan ce 
heights on the heat-formed clearance heights in the concept phase of the pump . 
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Fig. 1: Vicious circle of dry-running positive displacement vacuum pumps 

There follows an optimisation problern between pumps with very close clearances 
and low leakages and pumps with bigger clearance heights because of the need for 
guaran teed operational safety. At present this optimisation problern can be solved 
only with values of experience and the insecurity connected with it. With th is 
insecu rity the vicious circle shuts , because otten too big clearance heights must be 
chosen or are chosen for reasons of operational reliabi lity /2/ - 131. 

3 Modelling 

The flow through the clearances of dry- running vacuum pumps represents a flow 
th rough spatial gaps in a rotating system. At the same moment the boundary walls 
relatively move to each other and the geometry is partly changed because of the 
thermal Ioad. Therefore the flow possesses transient, adiabatic qualities . 

in /4/ the deviation of the integral description by unsteady flow is examined. in a 
vacuum high pressure ratios and the low absolute masses are typica l characteristics 
fo r the flows. Both these qualities favour the integral description of the unsteady flow 
by the quantification of characteristic Numbers which are determined for quasi-steady 
flow. 

Th is is an important pre-supposition in order to be allowed not to examine the flow 

through the clearances of real pumps but in models of clearances. The usage of 
rnodels is a significant advantage because of the possibility to differ geometrical and 

dynarnic sizes of influence on the flow. The second advantage is given by the 
categorization and reduction of the number of parameters that have tobe examined. 
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With the knowledge of characteristic numbers for the quantification of the steady flow 
the dynamic influence on the flow can be determined /5/. With it the examinations 

Iimit themselves to the geometrical parameters affecting the flow, particu larly the 
shape of the clearances . 

The number of geometrical parameters of a gap is indefinite, because a gap is finite 
volume with a boundary of any geometry. This volume possesses at least three 
dimensions. Fluidic research often is focused on the narrowest section of a 
geometry. This reduces the three-dimensional problem to a !wo-dimensional 
problem. 

The geometrical parameters are : 

and 

The length I of gap in direction of flow, 

the width b, 

the height of gap s (at the narrowest section), 

sl 
I 

b 

the shape of gap, compare to figure 2. Figura 2: Geometrical parameters 
ofa gap 

in this connection, shape of gap means the series of cross sections of clearance , that 

supposed stream-lines pass through . lf the flow rate is known for the shape of gap, 
the flow rate can be determined for a spatial gap /5/. Therefore the shape of gap 
becomes an essential parameter for the research on flows through a gap /6/ - 171. 

The whole modelling of gaps, that are experientially investigated, takes place in two 
steps. The first step Iransduces a moving spatial gap into a stationary spatial gap. 
The second step subdivides the spatial gap into sections of plain geometry. These 
sections of plain geometry are used for the experiments. 

Fig. 3 
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Fig. 4: Result of modelfing Step one. Housing gap as spatial finite volume with stationary 
boundaries 

Fig. 5: 

4 Categorisation 

Because it is not possible to examine arbitrari ly many forms of shapes of clearances, 
the different forms are to be reduced rather to a number capable of examination. ln 
addi tion the shapes of clearances must be categorised with regard to a geometrical 
parameter which describes the geometry. 

Category Significant Parameter 

1 Angle of shape contraction 

2 Radius of convex shape 

3 Radius of concave shape 

4 Length in direction of flow 

5 Radius of convex geometry 

at the outlet 
-

6 Radius of inlet geometry 

7 Height of obstacle 

Table 2: Matrix of invest1gated shape of gaps 
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Then within the separate categories a su itable staggering of the geometrica 1 

parameter reduces the number of the shapes to be examined, compare to tab le 2 
Besides the described categories , two special shapes of gap are added to the grou 
of investigated shapes of gaps. These two shapes are the geometrical Iim its of eac ll 
category. Shape SK1 possesses the minimal length of gap in direction of flow. T ll 
shape SK2 is equal to a gap with parallel surfaces for the maximum leng th in 

direction of flow. 

llf 
~- LU .- I 

I I I I I I 
SK1 SK2 

Fig. 6: Added shapes of gaps 

By the categorization, the expenditure decreases to the consideration of altogeth r 
forty different shapes of gaps for dry-running rotational positive displacement pu mps 

5 Results of measurement 

The inlet pressure PE is used as an essential parameter for the following discussion 

of the measuring results. The presentation of the standardised mass-flow ö = f(PE) 

a function of the inlet pressure PE characterises the throttle quality of a gap. 

0 =- m_·_ 
rn,h,rnax 

eq (1 ) . 

This theoretical maximum is represented by the interlocked mass flow through a n 
orifice for a viscous flow. ln order to ca lculate the maximum flow rate (Eq . 2) h 
variables of state of the actual flow are used. The geometry is given by the minimu m 
area Amin of the clearance !hat possesses the length I = 0 in direction of the flow. 

I 

. - . - A ( 2 )K-1 PE ~ 2K RT mthrnax - mthkr - min · -- ·-- · -- · E 
' ' K + 1 RTE K + 1 

eq .(2). 

The resu lts are discussed for different ranges of pressure and for different types o 
flow. These different types of flow can be identified with the help of a charact ristic 

number, the Knudsen number Kn. 

r 
Kn = --

lchar 
eq (3) 

.. 
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The throttle loss <pges of a gap is considered as a combination of a gap form 

resistance <PF and a gap height resistance <p5 : 

<flF = f (Geometry, e.g. shape of gap, height s = const.) 

<fls = f (height of gap s, stationary geometry of gap) 

<flges = <flF + Cjls 

eq (4) 

eq. (5) . 

eq . (6) . 

According to the form resistance for the flow around obstacles, we can define the gap 
form resistance for the throttle loss , caused by the shape of the gap. ln order to 
characterize the flow as a function of the shape of the gap, the gap form resistance is 
used for every type of flow, though the form resistance is normally only used for 
continuous flow. 

A special measuring procedure is used for the flow examination. With this measuring 
procedure a recipient is arranged behind the gap. At the beginning of the 
measurement, it is evacuated. The inlet pressure is constant during the whole 
measurement . The flow through the gap, floods the recipient. Therefore this 
measuring procedure is ca lled "flood-curve measurement". With a sufficient size of 
the recip ient this occurs very slowly and the different working condit ions of the flow 
are to be considered as quasi-steady one, compare to /8/. For this constant inlet 

pressure the flood curve assigns the characteristic number to the combination of 
physica l and geometrical parameters at the clearance, i.e. the flood curves describe 

the functional relationship between the pressure ratio n at the clearance and the 

standardised mass flow 8 = f(rJ) . 

5.1 Variation of inlet pressure Pe (Fioodcurves) 

All the flood curves of a single clearance characterize the integral throttle quality of a 

clearance. Figure 7 shows the results of a clearance shape belanging to category 1. 
Fora variation of the inlet pressure the different flood curves must be compared . ln 

order to discuss the results two different inlet pressures Pe.1 and Pe.2 are considered. 
The qualitative ana lysis of the flood curves shows for high inlet pressures pe>Pe.l the 
typica l characteristic for the viscous, interlocked flow. For sub critica l pressure ratios 

r I < flkr the standard ised mass flow remains constant. For lower inlet pressures the 

va lue of the critical pressure ratio nk, = f (Pe) sinks. The smaller the inlet pressure Pe 

the smaller the cri tical pressure ratio nkr. The parameter range of pressure ratios n, 
that mean interlocked flows through the gap, decreases. The qualitative form of the 

flood curves approaches the linear characteristic of the molecular flow and shows 

this for in let pressures Pe < Pe.2 . 
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Fig. 7: Flood curves betonging to clearance shape W1 (category 1) 
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This means, that the type of flow can be determined by the shape of the floodcurve . 
According to this the determination of the type of flow can be done after the 

measurement, while looking its results . 

5.2 Quantitative characteristic pattern 

The combination of the results of the separate flood curves (n-variation) and the 

variation of the inlet pressure PE. al lows the representation of a quantitative 
characteristic-pattern of a clearance in the vacuum. Figure 8 illustrates the diagram 

of a clea rance. 
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Fig. 8: Quantitative characteristic-pattern belanging to clearance shape W1 

The quantitative characteristic-pattern, is built by the physical parameters of the in let 

pressure PE (abscissa) and the pressure ratio rr (ordinate) . Within this parameter field 

cha racteristic curves of constant standardised mass flow 8 characterize the throttle 
qua lity of a clearance. in the form of the characteristic curves the typical 
characteristics of the different states of flow can be recognized . The interlocked flow 
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of the viscous flow distinguishes itself by the constancy of the standardised mass 
flow. Accordingly, the characteristic curves run for high constant inlet pressures 
parallel to the ordinate. The linear characteristic of the molecular flow area can be 
found in the area of the low pressures. The linear relationship between the 

standardised mass flow ö and the pressure ratio n causes the equidistant run of th e 
curves representing constant values of the standardised mass flow. 

However, for a comparison of different shapes of gap, that belong to the same 
category , the characteristic patterns are too complex. 

5.3 Characteristic line for constant pressure ratio 

ln order to analyse the throttle loss of a gap, it is helpful to Iook at the standardized 

mass-flow ö,, = f(PE) as function of the inlet pressure PE· But it is not possible to 
measure such a characteristic line directly. This type of characteristic line exists of 

several points (PE ; ön) Every point quantifies the standardized mass-flow as a 
function of the inlet pressure for a constant pressure ratio P at the gap. Thai means . 
!hat every point represents a flood-curve or that every flood-curve is reduced to one 
point. This Ieads to the following figure 9. 

Kn ~ 0.5 Kn 0,01 
1,00 1--------

Sn 1-1 

j 

Fig. 9: 
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Characteristic curve Ön as a function of inlet pressure PE for constant pressure 
ratio rt at the gap 
Shape: Category 1 - W1 
Parameter: Pressure ratio rt = const., height of gap S4 
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The group of flood curves of figure 7 is reduced to just one characteristic line 

Ör r = f(PE) for a constant pressure ratio. The standardized mass-flow Örr is constant for 
low inlet pressures PE < PE.2· lts value increase for higher inlet pressure 
monotonically. The illustrated lines, marked with Kn = 0,5 and Kn = 0,01 , separate 

pressure ranges llpE . A different type of flow can be expected for each pressure 
range. Molecu lar flow is typically for the pressure range belanging to (Kn < 0,5) . This 
is ve rified by the vertica l course of the characteristic line. The standard ized mass
flow is constant, the standard ized mass-flow does not depend on the inlet pressure. 
(Compare to the linear characteristic of flood-curve PE< PE.2 in figure 7, that is also 
typical for molecu lar flow) . 

This vertica l course of the characteristic line Ön = f(pE) is similar to the characteristic 
line of a thin orifice nozzle /9/, which can be subdivided into three ranges . The 
standardized mass-flow is constant for the molecular flow. The values of the 

standardized mass-flow are rather low. For the viscous flow the standardized mass
flow is constant too , but on a comparab ly higher Ievei. Between both pressure ranges 
of these flows , the pressure range of the Knudsen flow, the standardized rnass-flow 
is a linear function of the inlet pressure. The course of the characteristic line is a 
stra ight line. 

The comparison of the characteristic line in figure 9 with the described course of the 

orifice nozzle shows, that both lines are rather similar. But the strong increase of the 
va lues in figure 9 does not take place for the Knudsen flow. The standardized rnass
low increases for viscous flow too. 

That means, that the standardized rnass-flow depends on the inlet pressure. A gap 
form res istance can be established for the investigated shape of gap. This throttle 
behaviour is different from a thin orifice nozzle, that does not own a shape in the 
direction of flow. 

5.4 Variation of geometry within a category 

The quantitative comparison of the characteristic lines in figure 10 is done for 
constant inlet pressures PE· A clear tendency can be found for molecular and 
Knudsen flow. The smaller the angle of shape contraction (SK2 < W1 < W2 < SK1) 

the smaller the standardized mass-flow. The characteristic lines can be sorted by the 
according pararneter of the angle and they do not cross each other. 

Only the already discussed characteristic line of shape W1 is rather sirnilar to the 
characteristic line of an orifice nozzle. All the other characteristic lines just show two 

of the three described parts of the characteristic line of an orifice nozzle. lt is obvious, 
that the shapes SK2 and W2 show a vertica l course for the viscous flow. The 

decrease of standardized rn ass-flow can be assigned to the Knudsen flow. The 
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course of the characteristic line of shape SK2 is parallel to the abscissa and 
increases for Knudsen flow and viscous flow. 
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Fig. 10 : Standardized mass-flow 811 as a function inlet pressure PE 
Varied Geometry: Category 1 - Angle of shape contraction 
Shapes: Category 1 - W1, W21 Special shapes - SK1, SK 2 
Parameter: height of gap 54, pressure ratio II = const. 

This Ieads to the conclusion that the increase of the standardized mass-flow is not 
signifi cant for the Knudsen flow. The increase of the standardized mass-flow is 
caused by the gap form resistance, that influences the throttle loss. With a stronger 
gap form resistance the increase of the standardized mass-flow is moved to higher 

in let pressures. 

5.5 Variation of heights of gaps 

The analysis of a variation of the height of gap as effect on the throttle loss is ra ther 

complicated in comparison to the variation of the shape. The variation of the height of 
gaps can not be separated from a variation of the area of the gap at the narrowest 
section . Even for constant physical parameters the mass-flow through the gap va ries 
with the height of gap . 

The results of the measurements are illustrated for four different heights of gaps in 
figure 11 . A constant height of gap can be assigned to every characteristic line. The 

chosen heights of gaps are typically for dry-running positive displacement pumps 
(S1 <S2<S3<S4). 
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The results show a clear tendency. The sma ller the height of gap, the lower the 
standard ized mass-flow. The characteristic lines do not cross each other and all 
curves are monotonic. 
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Fig. 11 : Standardized mass-flow o 11 as function of inlet pressure PE for a variation of 
heights of gaps S1 s s s S4 
Shape: Category 1 - W1 - Angle of shape contraction 
Parameter: Pressure ratio II = const. 

At first the focus is pul to the characteristic line belanging to the height of gap S4 . 

The inlet pressure PE. Kn=o.o1 . 5 4 represents the border between viscous flow and 
Knudsen flow. The decrease of heights of gaps from S4 to S1 causes the decrease 

of the standardized mass-flow by the value of t>ö11 ,ges· For the characteristic line of the 

height of gap S1 the pressure PE. Kn=o.o1. 54 does not mark any Ionger the change in 
the types of flow from Knudsen flow to viscous flow. The corresponding pressure 

PE Kn=0,01. 51 > PE. Kn=0,01 . S4 is higher. 

lf the standardized mass-flow is compared for the same values of the Knudsen 

number Kn = 0,01 ; the difference in values t>ö11 ,s is found for the standardized mass

flow. 

Thus the variation of the height of gap causes a variation of the gap height resistance 

for constant values of Knudsen flow Kn. The decrease of the standardized mass-flow 

according to the decrease of the inlet pressure from PE. Kn=o.o1 . 5 1 to PE. Kn=o.ot . 54 for the 
constant height of gap S1 is caused by the pressure-depending gapform resistance. 
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The total change of the throttle loss ö811 ,ges is caused the combination of the ga 
height resistance and the gap form resistance. 
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